
GFD1-2011  Review Problems - Prob Set 3.1              Out: Weds 2 Feb 2011
  Turn in any 5 of  these problems         Back: Fri 11 Feb 2011

1. Show, using scale analysis that the hydrostatic approximation for long gravity waves (in a single 
fluid layer with uniform density ) is valid if           (H/L)2<< 1.  (Note that this is ‘easier to 
achieve’ than H/L << 1).  H is here the mean depth of  the fluid; more usually H is the vertical 
length scale of  variation of  the velocity or pressure.  

2. Describe qualitatively the geostrophic circulation suggested by the dynamic height field (0 to 
1000 decibar) in the ocean circulation shown in Gill fig. 7.8a(i). Make some estimates of  surface 
velocity, and sketch the flow directions in the Pacific. In the ocean this calculation is ‘difficult’ 
because from hydrostatic balance and density measurements we know only the difference in 
pressure between two levels in z, and not the absolute pressure.  Here we assume that the flow at 
1000 db (about 1000m depth) is very small compared with the surface flow.  Satellite altimeters 
help greatly, although they too cannot ‘see’ the time-averaged sea-surface height. Below is an 
estimate from altimeters and drifting buoys on the sea surface, of  the ‘missing information’, the 
actual surface geostrophic circulation of  the ocean. The difference in circulation between the two 
data sets should be equal to the circulation at 1000 db.

3. Jupiter is a ‘gas giant’ planet, with mass exceeding that of  all the rest of  the solar system 
(excluding the sun)… a ‘failed star’.  More heat flows upward from its core than is received in 
sunshine.  It rotates more rapidly than Earth (the visible ‘weather layer’ day is about 9.9 Earth hours 
and Earth would fit comfortably inside the Great Red Spot).  This internal heating drives 
convection, with gas (hydrogen and others) rising in plumes through many scale heights of  pressure 
and density.  On Earth we have seen model tornadoes which spin because fluid is sucked into their 
centers before rising upward.  How would the spin of  a Jovian tornado differ from an Earthly 
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tornado, given that blobs of  gas rise through many scale heights on Jupiter whereas on Earth they 
rise through only a fraction of  a scale height?

4. Give a physical argument for the effect of  compressibility on the buoyancy frequency, N.

5. Describe as completely as you can the dynamics of  the tornadoes seen in the GFD lab.

6. How would you use a balloon and thermometer and a measuring ruler to determine, in the lab, 
the temperature of  absolute zero in Celcius degrees?  To do this, you will want to devise a way of  
measuring or calculating the relationship between pressure inside the balloon and its volume. And, 
you will need a heater. 

 
7. The equation for conservation of  mechanical energy (KE + PE) for a single-layer fluid is in  Gill 

§5.7. Suppose you sit by the sea at a narrow entrance to an enclosed ocean bay.  You can measure 
the tide there, which has an elevation η = A cos (σt + φ1) and velocity (into and out of  the bay)

     u = B cos (σt + φ2).   σ = 2π/(12.4 hours)  is the M2 lunar tidal frequency. φ1 and  φ2 are  
     constants which describe the phase of  the tidal velocity and elevation.   The entrance to the bay 
     has mean depth H0 and width L0.    What is the rate of  dissipation of  kinetic energy by friction
      inside the bay, in Watts? 

8. In our study of  geostrophic adjustment in a single-layer fluid, an initial ‘hump’ or ‘hill’ of  fluid 
elevation η(x),  we argued that after adjustment the hump would be wider by a distance RD, (=C0/
f, the deformation radius).

   • Using scale analysis or the exact solution for the sine-wave initial η(x), determine how far 
in the x-direction a fluid parcel will move from beginning to end of  the adjustment. 
   • What initial width of  the hump will yield the strongest gestrophic velocity after 
adjustment? 

9. Long, hydrostatic internal gravity waves, p’ = Real(exp(ikx + ily - iσt) have the dispersion relation 
   σ2 = f2 + N2 ( k2+l2)/m2        (this is the hydrostatic limit of  the full internal 
wave dispersion relation). 
o Sketch a drawing of  the 3-dimensional surfaces σ = constant in (k, l, m) wavenumber space for 
several choices of  σ.  o What is the direction of  the energy propagation on this diagram (using 
group velocity ideas)?  How is the angle of  the group velocity (∂σ/∂k, ∂σ/∂l, ∂σ/∂m) related to the 
wave crests (wave crests are planes of  constant phase, kx + ly +mz -σt.  They lie perpendicular to 
the vector wavenumber, (k, l, m)).   
    o  Show that in an incompressible fluid with this kind of  wave, the fluid velocity lies parallel with 
the wave crests  (hint, use the MASS conservation equation in vector form,  ∇ • u = 0 , and 

substitute a wave solution of  the form   
u = real(


U0 exp(i


k • x − iσ t))  showing that  k •


U0 = 0

 

U0 is a constant vector. 

10.   We gave the general solution for propagation of  long hydrostatic gravity waves without 
rotation. 

      A initial ‘hump’ of  surface elevation η(x) splits into two humps which propagate left and right
      without change of  form, along group velocity lines (‘characteristics’ of  the hyperbolic p.d.e.) in
      an   x-t Hovmoeller diagram.   o  Using group velocity ideas sketch the approximate wave field 
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      η(x,t) on the same diagram when rotation, f, is included.  o  The solution with f  = 0 (ordinary 
gravity waves or vibrating string) we gave had zero initial
      velocity, u=0 at time t=0.  Can you give the more general solution when both u(x) and η(x) are
      given and are non-zero, at the initial time, t=0?

11.  An airplane flies eastward at 300 m sec-1 along latitude 45N feels a Coriolis force. How does  
       the magnitude of  the Coriolis force compare with its weight?  Do we need to know its mass
       to answer the question? 
12.    In wintertime, the stratosphere is rapidly cooled by radiation near the ‘winter’ pole. Suggest 
qualitatively (or semi-quantitatively) the zonal circulation that develops, centered on the pole.  
Typically the temperature at the pole is 30C colder than at the same pressure level, at latitude 60.  

 • What is the vertical wind shear that results?  
 • What horizontal wind speeds (crude estimate) would occur if  the region of  cooling is 10 

km deep?  You can use the NCEP data to refine these crude estimates (and actually plot profiles, 
comparing the thermal-wind estimate of  vertical shear with the observed u-velocity data).

13.  Suppose the pressure field in the atmosphere or ocean is given at two different heights,

   
where A,B, C are constants.  Assuming hydrostatic, geostrophic dynamics, 
 •calculate the density field, (the average of  ρ’(x,y) between levels z1 and z2).   The density is ρ 
= ρ0(z) + ρ’(x,y).   There is a uniform background stratification,  N2 = (-g/ρ0) dρ0/dz.
 •Calculate the geostrophic velocity field. 
 •Make a sketch showing where the fluid is warm and where it is cold (if  we take the density 
to a function of  temperature only).  
 •On this sketch show the relation between the velocity vector at the two levels, and the 
horizontal density gradient. 
 •  For the more complex pressure field,

  
where P = constant, sketch or actually calculate the geostrophic velocity, the relation between the 
vector velocity and the horizontal density gradient, and the regions of  warm and cold fluid. 
•  Relate this pattern to the pattern of  the Icelandic Low, its variation with height, and the 

presence of  cold and warm air.

14.  We have worked on the geostrophic adjustment problem for a single, uniform density fluid layer 
with a free upper surface, η; think of  it as a channel in which there is no variation in properties in 

the y-direction (even though  there is a 
velocity v in that direction).  This 
generalizes nicely to a fully stratified 
fluid, with hydrostatic pressure (H/L)2 
<< 1 .   Consider a forced version of  
geostrophic adjustment where a wind F 
blows in the y-direction, down a channel 
filled with homogeneous (constant-
density) fluid with a free surface. 
    If  we drive the flow with forces we 
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need some frictional dissipation of  energy to keep things from running away, hence the (-Ru, -Rv) 
forces which are models of  friction at the bottom of  the fluid. 
    The MOM conservation equations  are now
  ∂u/∂t - fv = -g∂η/∂x  - Ru
  ∂v/∂t + fu = -g∂η/∂y  - Rv  + F(x);  (with no variation of  forcing or boundary 
conditions down the channel, in the y-direction, we assume there is no variation in η or u or v in the 
y direction so g∂η/∂y = 0 and below, ∂v/∂y = 0).
and MASS conservation is still
  ∂η/∂t = -H0(∂u/∂x + ∂v/∂y)  
•Find  the steady  equation for η (the ‘particular’ solution or ‘forced’ solution). For the choice 
  F(x) = F0 sin( π x/L0)   
solve for the steady velocity field (u,v).   This is the velocity that would develop over a long time,  
The fluid is confined in a channel with walls 0 and so the boundary conditions are that u=0 at x = 0, 
L0.
•  Estimate how long it takes to set up this flow and the free-surface profile that balances it.  For our 
earlier geostrophic adjustment problems this time was just 1/f,  a half-pendulum day.  Here it will be 
very different.  Describe the effect of  the width of  the channel,  L0.  The time-dependent problem 
can actually be solved though it is somewhat complicated.  Consider using the mechanical energy 
equation to help find this adjustment time.

 15.   In the forced (by wind) one-layer hydrostatic wave and flow problem 14. above, consider the 
limit of  very long waves where σ ≈ f.    What are the paths of  fluid particles in this wave… look at 
the MOM equations in the limit where ∂η/∂x, ∂η/∂y  are negligibly small;  the equations become 
much simpler.  What is the steady solution to those equations (what direction is the flow, relative to 
the direction of  the forcing?). This solution can help with the estimate in prob. 14. of  the time it 
takes for the the geostrophic flow to develop fully. 
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